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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road connect Wellington City
to the northern suburbs and the rest of the region. It is the
busiest bus route outside the city centre, with more than
6,000 people travelling through by bus on an average day.
It is also the busiest route in the city for people biking to
and from work, with up to 1,300 people biking through on
an average day.
Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road run parallel to State Highway 1 between
Ngauranga and Aotea Quay, providing access for freight to Centreport
and the ferry terminals, as well as an alternate route for general traffic
and over dimension vehicles to pass through the city. A mix of residential,
commercial, industrial, retail and educational services are located along
the route. The whole length of the combined route is approximately 5km;
Thorndon Quay is approximately 1km and Hutt Road 4km long.
The objective of this project is to make travel by bus a faster and more
reliable choice for people travelling to, and through, the central city. It aims
to provide a safer environment for people walking and cycling.
Previous projects identified a number of key issues including public
transport, cycling facilities, walking and the street environment, including
crossings, parking, Volume and speed of vehicles, the
Ngauranga/Jarden Mile Interchange and access to the Ferry terminal
and Port.
The purpose of this engagement was to identify and confirm the key issues,
frustrations and concerns that frequent users of Thorndon Quay and Hutt
Road encounter when travelling by bus, walking or biking along the route.
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Additionally we sought feedback from those who work or shop along these
roads, with regards to what needs to be improved to make it a safer and
more pleasant place for businesses and their customers.
The engagement was open to anyone who wished to anonymously provide
feedback via the interactive mapping tool called Social Pinpoint. Promotion
of the engagement was specifically aimed at users of
Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road, with participation encouraged during the
local online Stakeholder Briefing (held 28th May 2020), and via
Let’s Get Wellington Moving social media. The majority of feedback
received was from those who move through the corridor, and less from
those who travel to / work in / have a business on Thorndon Quay or Hutt
Road. We will continue to engage with local stakeholders (businesses,
representatives and groups) as the concept options for the longer term are
developed.

Feedback from you
The Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road public and bus operator online
engagement sites had a combined 1,883 visits from 694 unique users.
We received 648 comments from 158 people on this platform, and five
contact form submissions. In total, 163 people provided feedback, with
approximately 30 additional comments on Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road
posted on the Let’s Get Wellington Moving Facebook page.
The common themes and most popular issues for Thorndon Quay and
Hutt Road are summarised below.
Thorndon Quay

—

Bus priority (lanes): prioritising buses and/or the introduction of
bus lanes to reduce congestion and reduce travel times.

—

Bus Stops: particular reference to Southbound stops, and where
the existing shared pathway on Hutt Road joins Thorndon Quay
[opposite Tinakori Road].

—

Cycle Lanes: requests for separated cycle lanes due to safety
concerns, with particular reference to angled parking and the
connection to the Hutt Road shared pathway.

—

Footpaths and Street Environment: a number of respondents
commented on their experience as pedestrians on
Thorndon Quay and requested improvements.

—

Crossings: more crossings are required on Thorndon Quay and
the adjoining side streets, with a greater emphasis on pedestrian
safety.

—

Improvement to existing crossings: recognition that a number of
the existing crossings are unsuitable or impede traffic flows due
to their design.

—

Parking: safety concerns, not only for cyclists, but also bus
drivers and other road users due to angle parking. Suggestions
include converting angled parking to parallel parking, enforcing
and extending the clearway timeframes, or completely removing
angled parking in favour of dedicated bus and cycle lanes. A few
suggested the angle of the parking should be changed to keep or
increase parking spaces on or near Thorndon Quay.

—

Clearways: retention of the existing Southbound clearway during
the morning peak, and the introduction of an afternoon/evening
clearway, as well as suggestions the timeframe is extended and/
or combined with a bus lane during peak traffic periods.

—

Speed: concerned with the speed vehicles and bikes move along
Thorndon Quay despite the high volume of activity.
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Hutt Road

—

Shared two-way cycle pathway: quality and access points of the
shared pathway, the safety of cyclists at other crossings along
Hutt Road and at the Ngauranga intersection, as well as the
width/use of the shared pathway by others.

—

Shared footpath and street environment: maintenance of the
shared pathway and the issues they encounter along the route.

—

Crossings / Intersections: existing crossings are improved
whilst also sharing their key issues of transport modes mixing
throughout the route, particularly at the Ngauranga/Jarden Mile
Interchange, and across the shared two-way pathway to reach
businesses on the eastern side of Hutt Road.

—

Bus Priority and Bus Lanes: implementation of bus lanes and
the requirement to rebalance bus stops / move to more suitable
locations for easier access by pedestrians.

Most popular comments on Social Pinpoint

—

“Angle parking is an extreme hazard for cyclists/a shocker in
evening rush hour.” [Thorndon Quay]

—

“Cyclists exiting the end of the shared pathway enter the
roadway straight into a bus stop.” [Thorndon Quay/Hutt Road]

—

“It is frustrating to stop here when there is a straight-ahead
cycle lane that isn’t affected by the traffic from Murphy. It is also
strange/annoying to have buses and rubbish trucks pull in here
at rush hour forcing cyclists into the traffic jam.”
[Thorndon Quay]

—

“Very few cars give way or slow down as they swing across the
petrol station entrance. Generally, it is cars heading north that
cause the problem. Could block off with a centre island so only
cars heading south can enter?” [Hutt Road]

—

“Bus lanes in peak hours at least, and probably weekends too
would prioritise public transport.”

—

“Mixing busy traffic at 50 km/h with people on bikes is unsafe
and unacceptable.”

Feedback from bus operators
Bus operators were specifically invited to give map-based feedback on the
key issues they encounter and what improvements they’d like to see on
Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road.
Comments include concerns with:

—

bus stop conflicts with cyclists

—

angled parking obstructing the road and causing delays

—

challenges with crossing over and merging back with general
traffic flow

—

limited space available to access bus stops and bus depot

—

road camber and roadside furniture (signage)

—

location of bus stops, limited visibility at intersections.

Next steps
The results of this engagement will be used to inform and support the
development of proposed long-term options to make travelling by bus
a faster and more reliable choice for people travelling to, and through,
the city. It will also help identify ways to provide a safer environment for
people walking and on bikes.
We will be sharing the concept options for your feedback later this year.
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ABOUT US
Let’s Get Wellington Moving
The Let’s Get Wellington Moving
programme is a joint initiative between
Wellington City Council, Greater Wellington
Regional Council, and Waka Kotahi NZ
Transport Agency.
The programme is working with the people
of Wellington to develop a transport system
that supports their aspirations for how the
city looks, feels, and functions. We want to
support Wellington’s growth while making it
safer and easier for people to get around.
Our vision is a great harbour city, accessible
to all, with attractive places, shared streets,
and efficient local and regional journeys.
While we work on the next steps for the
wider programme, we need to make a start
now on moving more people with fewer
vehicles.
To do this, we want to make travelling by
bus to the central city a faster and more
reliable choice. We also want to create a
better environment for people walking and
on bikes.
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THORNDON QUAY AND HUTT ROAD
Together, Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road are part of a critical route
connecting Wellington city to the northern suburbs and the wider region.
Buses are often stuck in traffic along Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road, and
parts of the route are poor for people cycling.
It is the busiest bus route outside the city centre, with more than 6,000
people travelling through by bus on an average day. It is also the busiest
route in the city for people biking to and from work, with up to 1,300
people biking through on an average day. A mix of commercial, industrial,
retail and educational services, alongside some residential properties, are
located along Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road.
Thorndon Quay begins at the intersection of Mulgrave Street, just north
of the Lambton Quay Bus Interchange, and extends northwards to the
intersection with Tinakori Road, where Hutt Road begins. Hutt Road runs
parallel to State Highway 1 and the North Island main railway line until it
connects to Centennial Highway at the bottom of Ngauranga Gorge. The
whole length of the combined route is approximately 5km. Thorndon Quay
is approximately 1km and Hutt Road 4km long.
The purpose of this project is to make travel by bus faster and a more
reliable choice for people travelling to, and through, the central city. It is
also to provide a safer environment for people walking and on bikes. This
includes creating a better connection for people biking between the city
and the planned Te Ara Tupua Ngauranga to Petone walking and cycling
link.
We want businesses to thrive, and we know how important Hutt Road
is for access to the ferry terminals, CentrePort and central Wellington.
We’ll be working with the local community, and the people who travel
through these roads, to make sure that the options we develop take into
consideration the needs of all road users.
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ENGAGING WITH YOU
Purpose of engagement
The Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road engagement was carried out from 25 May to 15 June 2020. We
sought feedback on what the key issues are for you when travelling by bus, walking or biking on
Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road. We also asked, if you work or shop along these roads, what needs to
be improved to make it a safer and more pleasant place?
We know there has already been a lot of local input into previous Council projects, primarily focussing
on cycleways and shared footpaths along this route. We’ve taken that feedback on board, and also
identified some new issues we think need to be considered in the design of options for improvements
to this area.
This report summarises the feedback received, which will help us understand what is important to the
people who travel, work and shop on Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road every day. The feedback will be
used, in conjunction with ongoing engagement with local stakeholders (businesses, representatives
and groups) to inform the options that will be released for public consultation later in the year.

What we did
The Let’s Get Wellington Moving team used an online map-based engagement tool called Social
Pinpoint (pictured right). This was an interactive map on the lgwm.nz website where people could
add markers and comments onto a virtual map of Wellington noting the key issues they experience as
well as any improvements they would like to see.
People could also use an online feedback form on the website to submit feedback, or email
submissions. Comments on Let’s Get Wellington Moving’s Facebook page have also been considered
in developing this report.
The team also encouraged many businesses located on Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road, as well as
stakeholder organisations, to provide their views via a Stakeholder Briefing meeting (details of the
local Stakeholder Briefing meeting can be seen here). The Social Pinpoint engagement was open to
anyone who wished to provide feedback and they were able to do so anonymously.
To encourage participation in the engagement, Let’s Get Wellington Moving used social media to
promote participation (Facebook and Instagram).
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THORNDON QUAY FEEDBACK THEMES
What you told us about Thorndon Quay…
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THORNDON QUAY
BUS PRIORITY
(LANES AND STOPS)
Buses are often stuck behind
cars, making travelling by
bus slow and unreliable along
Thorndon Quay.
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Bus Priority (Bus Lanes)

—

Many respondents specifically commented on prioritising buses and / or the
introduction of bus lanes to reduce congestion and reduce travel times along
Thorndon Quay.

“Outside of peak times buses flow freely along here. I think peak bus
lanes in both directions are appropriate.”

—

“Having dozens of buses (with thousands of riders) mixing with
hundreds of cyclists along this road is going to be the most difficult
element of this design. Getting consistent safe design within the
current road space is going to be next to impossible. LGWM
must include consideration of purchasing additional land at key
pinch-points to ensure overall investment in improvements are not
compromised at key bottlenecks.”

—

“Bus stops in both directions relocated to the parking lane in spaces
where parking is prohibited, so that buses pull in/out of the traffic, but
don’t affect the cycle lane.”

—

“Having a dedicated bus lane BEHIND the Thorndon Quay buildings
would enable buses to skip past all the congestion and become a
reliable peak time service. Already more people are travelling on
buses than cars (many more than on cycles) along this stretch of
road and so buses need to have priority for transport improvements.
Such a bus lane could exit here just before it drives into
Lambton Interchange.”

—

“Make more efficient use of road space. Thorndon Quay is very wide
(~18m). Consider road layout - parallel car parking (off peak)/on-peak
bus lane, segregated two-way bike lane.”

—

“Removing the parking to create a bus slip lane would help improve
the flow of evening buses by allowing more than one or two through
the traffic light cycle.”

—

“I hope that LGWM will view and consider the scheme already
designed by WCC officers - essentially a two-way cycle path on the
eastern side of Thorndon Quay: conversion of angle parking on each
side to parallel parking; provision of peak direction clearways/bus
lanes.”

—

“We need bus lanes both ways. This area creates delays northbound
in the evenings even with low car volumes.”

—

“24/7 Bus lanes from Lambton Quay to Kaiwharawhara!”

—

“A bus corridor should be prioritised along this corridor so that a
larger number of people can be moved more efficiently particularly
as the corridor is one of the main links between the central/south
suburbs and the northern suburbs. Bike and vehicle access should
then become a secondary priority.”

—

“It would be great to have peak hour bus lanes from Ngauranga
to the Bus terminal at Lambton Quay, noting that there will be a
northbound gap at the Aotea Quay merge area to allow weaving
between the merge and Kaiwharawhara Road. This will provide the
means for more people to use the bus as they will be in their own lane
and separated from normal vehicular congestion, which will provide
travel time reliability and that in itself is attractive enough for me to
take the bus instead of my car.”

—

“Private motor vehicles hold up buses. Fifty people held up by tin
boxes with 1.2 people each is crazy isn’t it? Maybe we can alleviate
this by allowing buses to pass stationery or slow-moving private
vehicles.”

—

“Crawling behind private vehicles in a bus is plain frustrating.”

—

“Having a southbound or tidal bus lane behind Thorndon Quay is the
only effective way to improve PT performance, improve cycling and
still support access to businesses on Thorndon Quay. Given the trains
are also owned by the GWRC, it seems obvious they should work
with KiwiRail to enable a strip of lane long the edge of the railyard to
be used as a bus lane.”

—

“Bus lanes in peak hours at least, and probably weekends too would
prioritise public transport.”
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Bus Stops
A number of respondents commented on the key issues they face at bus
stops along Thorndon Quay, with particular reference to Southbound
stops, and where the shared pathway from Hutt Road joins Thorndon Quay
[opposite Tinakori Road].

—

“Buses often stop short so that they can cleanly get back into
traffic, but in so doing block traffic at the rear (and compounded
by the traffic islands and ped crossing).”

—

“Intersection opposite retail centre and outside gym is tricky.
Bus stop interferes with bike lane north.”

—

“One option is to have the bus stop exits to be marked as nostopping zones. This would enable buses to re-enter the lane
especially in congested traffic conditions.”

—

[Bus Stop #5024 - Thorndon Quay at Motorway (near 243 Northbound)]: “Bus drivers pulling in here are generally very
good. There is lots of space and good visibility for them, so you
don’t get cut off very often.”

—

[Bus Stop #5490 outside Guthrie Bowron] “Is this bus stop
actually really necessary? Why not merge it with the bus stop
opposite Hirepool [Bus Stop #5492] and move it in between
the two existing bus stops in front of the Woolstore? It would
be much safer for cyclists coming off the shared path and make
more sense than having two bus stops so close together.”

—

—

[Bus Stop #5490 outside Guthrie Bowron] “The exit and entry
from cycle way onto Thorndon quay is hazardous. The proximity
of bus stop to exit from cycle lane on Hutt road to
Thorndon Quay particularly hazardous. Change - move bus stop.
Create proper separated cycle lane on Thorndon Quay.”
[Bus Stop #5492 Thorndon Quay – opposite Hirepool]:
“Dangerous bus stop here with buses pulling in and out across
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the cycle lane without paying attention to cyclists.”
—

[Bus Stop #5492 Thorndon Quay – opposite Hirepool]: “Many
people hop on and off the inbound bus at this point and almost
all cross the road as there is nothing on this side. The walkway
under the motorway up the hill is a main accessway and one of
the main ways up to the schools etc.”

—

[Bus Stop 5496 - Thorndon Quay at Davis Street (opposite 125)]:
“The buses often whiz around this corner, and have poor visibility
of anyone waiting at this bus stop, leading to either not stopping
when wanted, or slamming on the brakes to stop when they do
see someone. The interplay with the intersection is also difficult.
Perhaps this stop should be moved?”

—

[Bus Stop #5498 - Thorndon Quay - Capital Gateway]: “Buses do
not have enough space here. Remove the car parks. buses often
need to hang out on the road if there is more than one at a time,
it also makes them more likely to pull in and out fast if there is a
gap causing risks for bikers.”

—

[Bus Stop #5498 - Thorndon Quay - Capital Gateway]: “Buses
don’t have enough space to stop here, normally there is more
than one arriving at a time causing the buses to stop on the
crossing and block the road.”

A number of respondents also noted their experience at Bus Stops:

—

“Bus stops should be great places to wait - at best they are
merely utilitarian - get creative and make it easy for the bus to
pull up to the kerb and get on/off.”

—

[Bus Stop 5494 - Thorndon Quay (near 230)] “The bus stop
closest to most of the retail is exposed, has no seats. Being
outside a cafe, this would be an ideal place for a major kerb
extension with shelter and seats to allow people to wait in
comfort.”

THORNDON QUAY CYCLE
LANES / FACILITIES
The lack of safe cycling facilities
along Thorndon Quay limits the
attractiveness of biking to and
from the city.
The number of cyclists is only
likely to increase upon the
completion of Te Ara Tupua,
Wellington to Hutt Valley
connection.
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Cycle Lanes

—

“Physically separated cycle path now please:”

—

“I don’t know the perfect solution here, but the status quo beggar’s
belief. We cannot keep sacrificing cyclist lives just because no one can
be bothered sorting this out.”

—

“Can we make the bus-only lane available for cyclists as well? Many
cyclists use it anyway, but I’d love to be able to do it legally.”

—

“Build separated cycle lanes here by removing angle car parking. Cycling
here is between reversing car park users and motor traffic to the right.
Very hostile conditions for cycling.”

—

“It is important that peak time bus lanes performance is not
compromised by slower cyclists. Slow cars are bad enough, but it is not
acceptable that one cyclist should hold up a bus with over one hundred
people on it ... let alone several buses.”

—

“Continue the Hutt Road two-way cycle path along the eastern side
of Thorndon Quay. And along Featherston St and beyond if it can be
managed. This would avoid north bound cyclists having to negotiate
crossing busy traffic, particularly at peak times.”

“The angle parking along this entire stretch feels intensely dangerous on
a bike. You have to stay out in the traffic or risk being reversed into, but
some traffic gets aggressive about you not being far left.”

—

“I would like a separated (separated from vehicular traffic) two-way
cycleway from the end of the existing (near Tinakori Road) to
Bunny Street with separated (separated from vehicular traffic)
connections to the Waterfront, Lambton Quay and The Terrace.”

“Its unpleasant cycling home on Thorndon Quay heading towards
Khandallah, especially between 4.30-6pm as cars are reversing from the
angle parking spots. Literally feels like putting life at risk every time I do it.
Needs to be a dedicated cycle way/clear way 4-6pm.”

—

“Separated cycleways are probably not the ideal solution as some
cyclists will continue to use the road. Drivers become more aggressive
towards these cyclists when a cycleway is available. There are reasons to
not use a cycleway. Instead, have a bus / cycle clearway in each direction
during rush hour.”

—

[Mulgrave / Thorndon Quay intersection] “This bit is very intimidating.
You often have a bus heading downhill around the corner on your left
and a bus in the centre line trying to cross into the depot, plus cars
accelerating from the lights and merging into one lane. Too many close
calls here.”

Currently cyclists on Thorndon Quay share the road with other users in
comparison to a separated cycle lane (as per Hutt Road). The majority of
comments request a separated cycle lane due to safety concerns, with
particular reference to angled parking and the connection to the Hutt Road
shared pathway.

—

“Build protected cycle lanes the length of Thorndon Quay. Remove
parking or make it parallel to do so.”

—

“A new cycleway is required alongside the railway, behind the existing
buildings starting at this point. Would avoid all traffic turning out of and
into Thorndon road, avoid parallel parkers.”

—

“In an ideal world it would be best if the cycle lane was behind buildings
on Thorndon quay on railway land. But if this not possible remove
parallel parks create cycle way that is separated from traffic.”

—

—

—

“This whole section is awful for cycling. There should be a separated
cycle lane in each direction and a peak time bus lane in each direction
too.”

—

“Mixing busy traffic at 50 km/h with people on bikes is unsafe and
unacceptable. NZTA’s design guides call for protected bike lanes at this
volume and speed of traffic. Luckily there is plenty of space on
Thorndon Quay to build protected bike lanes on both sides. Let’s make it
a safe and attractive street for all.”

—

“Build a safe and physically separated bike lane north bound and south
bound please.”
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—

“Could a duel direction cycleway be clipped to the existing motorway
structure between Thorndon Quay (on and off ramps required here, maybe
tied into the path behind Hirepool) through to the Ferry terminal?”

—

[Thorndon Quay, opposite Tinakori Road] “This is very narrow and
dangerous for cyclists traveling both up and down Tinakori road. Is there
some way space can be provided for cyclists?”

—

[Thorndon Quay, opposite Tinakori Road] “Northbound bikes must cross
two active traffic lanes opposite Guthrie Boron to access the bike pathway
north. This area needs a proper crossing.”

—

—

[Thorndon Quay, opposite Tinakori Road] “People on bikes are having to put
themselves at significant risk when have to cross Thorndon Quay to get to
the shared path for their northbound journey. This is because of the need to
look behind for a gap in the traffic while dealing with angle parked cars, and
also avoiding conflict with other cyclists or pedestrians when entering the
shared path.”

[Thorndon Quay, opposite Tinakori Road] “The requirement for northbound
cyclists to remain in the centre of the road here, unprotected is absolutely
nuts. Cars cut through this turning box when coming from Tinakori road, and
oncoming vehicles also drive through it in order to get around buses at the
bus stop. At night visibility here is terrible, and oncoming cars are faced with
multiple sets of bike lights and other vehicles coming straight towards them.”

—

[Thorndon Quay, opposite Tinakori Road] “The entrance/exit to the
cycleway is badly designed. There is no clear separation for cyclists entering/
exiting the shared path. The ramps are at a bad angle and make this conflict
worse. In addition, the placement of the bus stop is dangerous and means
that cyclists are faced with multiple hazards in a single location, with needing
to look behind for buses pulling in across the exit to the road plus avoiding
cyclists entering the path. This whole area needs significant rework.”

—

[Thorndon Quay, opposite Tinakori Road] “The on and off ramps to get on
to the cycle path safely are marginal. First, to exit the cycle path into the
cycle lane heading South - the ramp is too narrow. there are multiple bikes
going in both directions and it is way too tight. The ramp leads you straight
into a Bus Stop!! which is incredibly dangerous. Additionally, there is not
enough protection from the cars travelling in the same direction. A car only
needs to be travelling too far to left to hit a cyclist.”

—

“This transition from dedicated cycle path to on-road cycling is appalling. It
ends right into bus stop, next to a busy intersection. The curb cuts are small
and don’t separate inbound and outbound cyclists causing contention. Going
outbound, I frequently cross the road early to avoid this issue; and going
inbound I’ll stay on the footpath if there are cars coming. There’s plenty of
space along Thorndon Quay to continue this cycle path to the train station.”

—

“It is essential that the bicycle lane connects to other lanes to become a cycle
network as opposed to individual bicycle lanes.”

—

“I ride along here most days and don’t have any major issues or concerns
aside from the angle parking heading northbound on my way home, and the
cross over just before Tinakori Road.”

—

[Thorndon Quay, opposite Tinakori Road] “It’s a real gamble during peak
hour trying to get to the cycle lane, I think this is partially the reason why so
many cyclists use the road.”

—

[Thorndon Quay, opposite Tinakori Road] “A reduced speed limit here
would make it safer for cyclists to access the cycle way from the road in a
safer manner.”

—

[Thorndon Quay, opposite Tinakori Road] “Getting across from the centre
of the road to the cycle lane going north is really challenging. Way too many
things to be watching out for, including south bound cyclists coming off the
cycle way onto the road.”

—

[Thorndon Quay, opposite Tinakori Road] “At night the visibility here is
terrible, and it is impossible sometimes to find a spot to pull into the centre to
cross over.”

—

[Thorndon Quay, opposite Tinakori Road] “Big problem is how northbound
cyclists can cross to join the new Hutt Rd cycle path.”

—

[Thorndon Quay, opposite Tinakori Road] “Heading north by bike, it’s hard
to access the Hutt Rd path. You have to wait near the centre line for a gap in
southbound traffic going at 50 kmh. It’s not a comfortable place to wait, as
there’s northbound traffic to your left. Please fix this.”

—

[Thorndon Quay, opposite Tinakori Road] “Cyclists exiting the end of the
shared pathway enter the roadway straight into a bus stop.”
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THORNDON QUAY
FOOTPATHS AND STREET
ENVIRONMENT
The poor-quality street
environment limits the
attractiveness of the area as a
place for people to walk, shop
and spend time in.
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Footpaths and Street Environment

—

A number of respondents commented on their experience as pedestrians
on Thorndon Quay and requested improvements.

“Some street trees and seats would improve the shade, attractiveness
and ability to rest.”

—

“Raised crossings and pedestrian priority on all these side streets.”

—

“We proposed that there be some sort of entrance to the town
centre, so cars are in no doubt that they are moving into a place, not
just driving up a road. Several options were looked at, including an art
work on the overbridge (or the one further north), narrowing the road
with major kerb extensions and a pedestrian crossing, etc. Currently
there is nothing to say that you are entering a destination retail place.”

—

“As well as an “entrance” we wanted the streets in the shopping
centre to look different. Our most ambitious idea was to put back
the coastline that was originally there, by painting the street blue and
turning the inland edge into a beach with paint, seats, gardens, etc.”

—

“I put a proposal to WCC for this green bank to be turned into a
useful mini park, with the Wellington Water building becoming a
feature, with information about it and its history added, seating, and
preferably also a public toilet.”

—

“There is a convenient walkway along the motorway corridor all the
way to Correspondence School, Parliament and The Terrace but
there is no signage, poor maintenance and minimal lighting. Also, a
signalised or zebra crossing across Thorndon Quay is required. An
excellent position for a map is on one of the columns supporting the
bridge.”

—

“So annoying that the bus stop was moved away from the covered
area to now be exposed to the elements.”

—

“More people friendly space to support local business. Pedestrian/
cycle improvements along with traffic calming or lower speeds, art,
street trees and greening, seating, directional signage and better
lighting.”

—

“Cyclists speed around near pedestrians and ride illegally on the
footpath, with zero police enforcement of behaviour.”

—

“Thorndon Quay has a nice wide footpath which is great for checking
out the interesting shops along this road - please make sure we keep
this good footpath.”

—

“Please include facilities for cyclists visiting the area as well as passing
through - this means bike stands & multiple Crossings. Particularly
needed outside the coffee shops/cafes.”

—

“Fantastic idea to include lots of parking for bikes all along the Quay makes it easier when you stop and do shopping.”

—

“Can we keep the footpath clear for walking - chairs and tables in car
park space or in the shop. Bike parking off the footpath.”

—

“Improve street environment - more trees/green space and benches
to sit on.”

—

“Art work would be nice and some greenery.”

—

“Important to highlight the Pipitea Marae entrance and cultural
importance to Wellington. Large groups often assemble here to walk
onto the marae for ceremonial occasions.”

—

“In various places including here there need to be maps showing how
you can walk from the quay to other places like Parliament. There
aren’t a lot of connecting routes, and it isn’t obvious as to where they
go.”

—

“We developed a proposal, and have recently provided it to WCC
again, for a greenway to connect the Quay and Kelburn via the
walkways and parks. The entrance needs to be made obvious and
attractive. We suggested a big map of the route on the wall at the
entrance, which the wall owner was happy to support. Lighting,
beautification, mirrors so you can see who is around the corner etc
needed for the creepy bit under the motorway.”
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THORNDON QUAY
CROSSINGS
Thorndon Quay is incredibly
busy on a weekday, with large
numbers of people walking
through and crossing to reach
their destinations - particularly
at Mulgrave Street, Moore
Street and Davis Street.
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Crossings
A number of respondents noted more crossings are required on
Thorndon Quay and the adjoining side streets, with a greater emphasis on
pedestrian safety.

—

“Raised crossing and pedestrian priority at side roads please.”

—

“Strongly second the need for more Crossings. I visit shops along
Thorndon Quay frequently and often end up walking hundreds of metres
out of my way (depending on where I have parked or got off the bus or
left my bike) because of the lack of safe Crossings. You cannot have a
busy main road AND a large shopping area without consideration for all
users.”

—

“So many children aged between 2 and 18-years-old cross the road
[Thorndon Quay] to the dance studio here. The cars, buses and cyclists
are never aware of these vulnerable and inexperienced road users, they
use the area like a motorway. Extra crossings are needed.”

—

“I worked down on Thorndon Quay for 3 years. In that time, I found two
issues: 1) the lack of Crossings. There are two which can be far away from
where we wanted to get to (i.e. the coffee shops). The risk we took in
crossing the road was rather too high and should be mitigated by more
crossings or havens. 2) The speed of cyclists even when approaching
crossings. Some ignored people crossing, didn’t stop and just went
through. But some travel faster than cars.”

—

“Pedestrian crossing islands create a pinch point for cyclists.”

—

“There are not enough Crossings on the street and often they are
obscured by parked cars too close.”

—

“There is a substantial number of people that either work in The
Woolstore or come there for retail / the cafe. Coming from the city,
the bus drop off on the opposite side and the nearest safe crossing is
currently much further back towards the city. A pedestrian crossing here
would be useful.’
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—

“Crossings should be in place by bus stops to allow people on foot
to safely get across Thorndon Quay, particularly at this busy point.
Consideration needs to be given to slowing down people in vehicles and
bikes as they approach the pedestrian crossing, e.g. raised platform.”

—

“In the mornings there are school children and adults heading into the
city crossing at the bottom of Tinakori Road. This is a very dangerous
place to cross. This end of the city has also got harder for pedestrian’s
crossing, with the petrol station now across from Sar Street cars are
pulling into fast moving traffic.”

—

[Left turn out of Mulgrave St] “It’s very difficult to see traffic coming
around the corner when trying to cross this slip lane.”

—

[Thorndon Quay, near Motorway overpass] “Can a pedestrian crossing
go here please? Morning school foot traffic would benefit, as would
those wanting to come from Thorndon under the motorway pathway to
Thorndon Quay.”

—

“[Bus Stop #5490-Guthrie Bowron] “There is a lot of foot traffic coming
off the hills who need to cross at this point to reach the bus stop.”

—

[Thorndon Quay, near Tinakori Road] “Always feel somewhat nervous
to get off cycle lane going south. Since you can’t see traffic from behind
you just have to hope they notice that cycle join. Also crossing road to
join cycle lane going north is a somewhat kamikaze exercise.”

—

[Thorndon Quay, near Tinakori Road] “It is difficult to cross when
heading northbound here. it may be better to have a protected median
for cyclists.”

—

[Thorndon Quay, near Tinakori Road] “There needs to be a safer way to
cross the road at this point with more space. Suggest parking could be
removed here to provide more space for a protected cycle median.”

—

[Thorndon Quay, near Tinakori Road] “A possible solution could be an
angled push button bike crossing controlled by lights. It would also allow
vehicles to exit/enter Tinakori Road northbound/southbound whilst
cyclists crossed the road.”

Improvement to existing crossings
A number of respondents have recognised the existing crossings are
unsuitable / impede traffic flows due to their design.

—

[Mulgrave / Thorndon Quay intersection] “The lights going into the
station for the buses are badly out of sync with the lights further down
on Thorndon Quay meaning you can get one bus through per light
change each time and usually it’s if the bus cuts across oncoming traffic.”

—

[Mulgrave / Thorndon Quay intersection] “We concluded that we
needed some radical changes to this area, to give priority to buses and
pedestrians. Bus activated lights is one option. Allowing pedestrians to
do their trip from Mulgrave to the station in one crossing instead of what
feels like 10 would be nice.”

—

[Mulgrave / Thorndon Quay intersection] “Removing the parking to
create a bus slip lane would help improve the flow of evening buses by
allowing more than one or two through the traffic light cycle.’

—

[Mulgrave / Thorndon Quay intersection] “Red light enforcement needs
to be improved as buses that are running late stretch the concept of an
amber light (and can block the intersection for cross traffic).”

—

[Mulgrave / Thorndon Quay intersection] “Left south bound traffic go
ahead of northbound when the lights change - at the moment only one
bus per change can get through, reducing bus service reliability.”

—

[Moore Street / Thorndon Quay intersection] “This pedestrian crossing
causes major traffic backlog to southbound traffic Pedestrians cross in
dribs and drabs. It often only allows a single car through before another
pedestrian steps onto the crossing, sometimes even no car manages to
pass before the next pedestrian steps forward. The backlog of vehicles is
considerable whilst the road is often clear to the south. A similar problem
existed on The Terrace over a decade ago, and was easily resolved with
a push button, traffic light crossing.”
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—

[Moore Street / Thorndon Quay intersection] “This crossing greatly
disrupts traffic flow in both directions as people usually stream onto it
one at a time after getting off the bus or from the train station.”

—

[Moore Street / Thorndon Quay intersection] “Maybe making it a
pushbutton light-controlled crossing would be better for peak travel flow
of vehicles and cycles.”

—

[Moore Street / Thorndon Quay intersection] “Cyclists stopping at the
zebra crossing here are usually on the left, then cross over to the right
to pass a stationery bus. Separating the crossing and the bus stop by a
greater distance would help this and reduce the possibility of stopped
vehicles on the pedestrian crossing.”

THORNDON QUAY
PARKING
Angled parking is challenging
for drivers to safely exit when
the road is busy and when other
parked vehicles are obscuring
their vision.
This can make it unsafe for
people on bikes and for
other vehicles on the road.
The proportion of carparks
allocated to long-stay parking
is higher than other parking
needs.
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Parking
A high proportion of feedback on Thorndon Quay relates to angled
parking, noting safety concerns not only for cyclists but also bus drivers
and other road users. Many respondents suggest converting angled parking
to parallel parking, enforcing and extending the clearway timeframes, or
completely removing angled parking in favour of dedicated bus and cycle
lanes.

—

“It’s difficult to overstate the unnecessary danger and stress
Thorndon Quay’s angle-parking adds to the road. For people parked
there’s effectively nil visibility when reversing into traffic, I can only
imagine how bus drivers feel moving through the space so frequently.
To adequately see potential hazards cyclists must ride near the centre of
the road or weave in and out of parking bays, a situation unfair on both
cyclists and drivers.”

—

“Angle parking an extreme hazard for cyclists.”

—

“Angle parking is a shocker here [Northern retail section of
Thorndon Quay] in evening rush hour.”

—

“The transition from angle parking to parallel parking marks a significant
improvement in this road’s rideability. We can ride clear of the doorzone, rather than being prepared for an entire blindly reversing vehicle.”

—

“Remove all angle parking. Construct a protected cycle lane adjacent to
the pavement.”

—

“There is simply not enough space for cyclists to safely fit alongside two
lanes of buses and two sets of angled parked vehicles. Who to remove
seems obvious. Get rid of the parks and leave the road for those who are
moving.”

—

“High conflict with angle parking. Hundreds of people cycling have to
compete for space with people accessing angle parking. There’s a high
crash rate here that needs fixing.”
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—

“Angle parking is dangerous. I cycle this route daily and have to avoid
reversing motorists daily. In addition, there are a large number of long
vehicles (Utes/ Vans/ SUVs) that force cyclists out into the lane to
maintain a safe (if that is even possible with reversing vehicles) passing
distance. This is my most hated section of the entire route riding north.
It’s unsafe. Why is there not a clearway in the evening like on the
opposite side in the morning? The angle parks need to go.”

—

“This is the point where the northbound ride gets really dangerous. From
here [3 Thorndon Quay] all the way up to the end of the Hutt Road cycle
way you have fast traffic on your left, cars pulling out of angle parking, or
darting into parallel parks, poor visibility for people pulling out of spaces
and side streets.”

—

“If this city was serious about cycling it would get rid of all parking
southward before 9:30am and northward after 4pm. Cycling this route is
dangerous.”

—

“The parking is too much of a right angle to the kerb. It’s too hard to see
any traffic coming when reversing, and that makes it dangerous.”

—

“Large vans angle park here and stick out too far for safe cycling.”

—

“Parallel parking along this road is hazardous to cyclists and hard for
motorists reversing particularly around evening rush hour. Motorists
struggle to see bikes.”

—

“Remove all dangerous angle parking and build a two-way cycle way in
place. The angle parking tends to be used by people who commute into
the city who could park in a parking garage instead. The angle parking is
currently a very bad use of public space.”

—

“The angle parking along here is a very dangerous in the afternoons/
evenings for cyclists and puts cyclists into conflict with drivers as you
need to take the lane along this entire stretch to be safe.”

—

“The angle parks are too short for Utes & vans, forcing cyclists into the
car lane. Parallel parking is the only safe option here. Previous studies
have shown that there is not much demand for parking here.”

—

“As a driver I dislike angled parking, as it’s difficult to reverse out while
looking all around.”

—

“Angle parked cars with bike racks are a significant hazard as the rack
sticks out in path of cyclists and can be hard to see during dark and
rainy times. Sadly, iRide is often a place where we see people (who are
obviously riders themselves) put cyclists at risk.”

—

“Angle parking is unnecessary as there are always parks in the Quay.
Angle parking is a danger to cyclists and should be removed and
replaced with parallel parking and a kerbside dedicated cycleway on
both sides.”

—

“The angle parking along this stretch of road [Northern retail section of
Thorndon Quay] is a hazard for cyclists & both sides should be clearway
7-9am & 4-6pm.”

—

“Just remove all angle parking and replace with parallel parking, bus
lanes and cycleways (with the cycleway between the footpath and
parked cars).”

—

[Northern end of Thorndon Quay] “The section of Thorndon Quay with
angle parking is very dangerous, particularly so as there is a substantial
number of vehicles (Utes, vans, etc.) that are too long for the parking
spot and force cyclists out into the road.”

—

“Please remove the angle parking along Thorndon Quay, and wherever
there is a major cycle route in Wellington. Forward angle parking is
ridiculously dangerous for cyclists. If you do need angle parking in
Wellington (in non-cycling routes) then install reverse parking - it is much
safer for all road users (and more convenient for the driver as their boot
is at the kerb).”

—

“Angle parks are lethal and waste precious space for separating bikes
and buses from cars. The entire stretch of angle parking should go and
a separate cycle lane (each side adjacent to footpath), then bus lane
(using a clearway system - allowing parallel parks on opposite side to
peak AM then reverse for peak PM).”
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—

“Don’t feel particularly safe cycling along here due to vehicles reversing
out of angle parking. Having parked along here on occasion it isn’t
always possible to have a good view along the road in order to reverse
out of the parks. This means that in order to cycle along the road, a large
amount of space must be given for vehicles reversing with no warning,
which means cycling along the middle of the carriageway, which in turn
annoys and slows drivers of motorised vehicles.”

—

“Angle parking should be removed on both sides of road (parallel only
allowed) Also no parking in peaks hours coming into (7-9am) and out of
Wellington (4pm - 6pm).”

—

“The steepness of the parks makes it hard to see that vehicles are
backing until you are pretty much right on them, and a lot of parked
vehicles are large vans or trucks - commercial vehicles that ‘stick out’
from the end of the angle park meaning it’s hard to safely keep left.”

—

“Diagonal parking is a terrible idea and has no place in a modern city. It
takes up far too much space for use by a few people and is dangerous.”

—

“Large Utes park in these angle parks and hang over the cycle path.
They reverse out suddenly. It’s scary to pass behind them. If the parking
could be changed to parallel, there would be more space for cyclists and
better visibility for Utes when pulling out.”

—

“Why don’t we make cars back into angle parks like they do in other
parts of the world. People coming out of the park would be looking
forward and have more head movement to look around.”

—

“Remove all angle parking and replace with reduced parallel parking.
Have proper cycleways between the footpath and parked cars. Having
diagonal parking is just crazy and greedy bias towards cars over all other
forms of transport such as walking or cycling.”

—

“Seems to be a no brainer to remove and replace with parallel parking
and a protected cycle-way.”

—

“On Thorndon Quay, car parks could become kerbside car parks instead
of angle car parks to make way for cyclists and bus lanes, whatever
going ahead, so that we have spaces as possible on this corridor.”

Parking cont’d
A few respondents suggested the angle of the parking spaces should be
changed to keep or increase parking spaces on or near Thorndon Quay.

—

“There is an option to reduce the angle of the angle parking. Making
visibility better for vehicles pulling out to see. Say for example the angle
parking is 60deg. Reducing that to 40deg would mean more car parks
could be retained and visibility strongly improved. I have a small car
and it is impossible to see around a modern car. It’s a simple paint job.
Many businesses there require vehicles for goods. No need for a new
dedicated cycle lane other than what’s there. I cycle there a lot.”

—

“If you made the parking rear to kerb only, you would not have people
reversing out blindly into traffic. This would be safer for both motorists
and cyclists. With nose to kerb parking, it is safer for cyclists to ride
closer to the middle of the road rather than keeping left.”

—

“I run a children’s dance studio here. 550+ children & young people
attend each week. Some do come from school, walking or bus, but the
majority come in a car. Please can the plans allow parking for parents
whose children are too young to drop off or make their own way. Our
peak times for this age group are 3.30-5.30pm weekdays, and Saturday
mornings. Can for these children exiting, and parents dropping off also
be considered?”

—

“I don’t think the parking needs to go. I don’t think a better cycle lane
is needed. Many cyclists along here have their head down, not looking.
Every road user has a responsibility to be vigilant, look for dangers and
not rely on a video camera for. Cycle lane would mainly be used before
9am. Why not reduce the angle of the angle parking so it’s easy to see
around the car parked next door?”

—

“The entry to the parks i.e. Their angle is too acute. Lessen it and some of
the issue is alleviated but not eliminated.”
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THORNDON QUAY
CLEARWAYS
On Thorndon Quay there is a
clearway between 7am and
9am in the southbound traffic
lane to give a safer margin for
cyclists and turning vehicles.
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Clearways
Many respondents are keen to retain the existing southbound clearway
during the morning peak but would like to see an afternoon/evening
clearway introduced. Feedback also suggested the timings of the clearway
should increase and be more heavily enforced. Others sugested clearways
should be combined with a bus lane during peak traffic periods.

—

“There is poor compliance with the clearway in the AM peak, especially
8:30AM to 9:00AM, with many drivers waiting in their vehicles until
parking is allowed at 9:00AM in an attempt to avoid an infringement fee.
This causes unnecessary confusion for drivers, pedestrians and cyclists.”

—

“Angle parking along here fills up well before 9 with people sitting in their
cars waiting to make sure they don’t get a ticket. Move clearway time
out to 9:30 to avoid this issue.”

—

“Please retain morning clearway. It makes this much safer to travel along
as a driver and as a cyclist.”

—

—

“I’d like to see it [the clearway] enforced through to 9am, often at
8.45am there are cars parked here already.”

“Make this a clearway in afternoons for weekday peak traffic so cycle/
bus flows do not have to contend with parked vehicles and parking
vehicles.”

—

“Can the parking areas be a busway/ cycle lane southbound in mornings
and northbound in afternoons? With a 30 km/h speed. Please.”

—

“It seems weird to me that we have a clearway in the morning going into
the city, but all those same cyclists have to ride the route in the opposite
direction...but no evening clearway.”

—

—

“[I] feel that northbound should be clearway in the evening like south
bound is in the morning.”

“I don’t understand why the clearway isn’t a shared bus and cycle way
during the morning peak hours. It would make so much sense. If you
want to encourage people to ditch the car and use public transport, you
need to make the bus more convenient. As a cyclist, I believe that with a
bit of education buses and cyclists can share the clearway; there’s plenty
of room.”

—

“Make this an afternoon clearway, and that would help at peak times for
northbound drivers, buses and cyclists.”

—

—

“The clearway desperately needs to be enforced. There should be
a tow truck sitting there at all times between 7am and 9am. Drivers
(particularly tradies along the stretch from iRide to VTNZ) don’t give a
hoot. Tow them away! Or have CCTV systems that issue immediate fines
to anyone stopping in the clearway like they have in other cities. Not
only do they ignore the clearway but more often than not they swerve in
front of cyclist nearly killing them.”

“I am an occasional reverse commuter too (and never go the normal
way), I didn’t realise there was a clearway going the other way
[Northbound] (too busy worrying about the angle parked vans!). Don’t
forget about reverse commuters. We don’t like brain injuries either!”

—

“Don’t like the ‘clearway idea’ just remove angle parking, and have a
cycleway between the footpath and the parked cars”

—

“As a “reverse commuter” (from the city towards the Hutt in the
morning, vice versa PM), the clearway in the morning in the city bound
direction makes this worse when heading north.”

—

“Northbound is way worse as the clearway operates in the morning.
…We need a protected cycleway in the northbound lane and
consideration needs to be given to a clearway at the peak time.”

—

“Clearways are not usually clear.”

—

“Barely a day goes by where the clearway is actually clear.”

—

“Drivers stop on the clearway all the time. This is of course illegal. It also
delays the ride and the attraction of riding the bike. Worst of all its super
dangerous as it’s hard to tell when someone opens a door or drives off.”
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THORNDON QUAY
SPEED
Thorndon Quay and
Hutt Road are both subject
to high volumes of traffic,
particularly people driving
alone to and from work.
Speed limits vary along the
route, some consider 50km/h
to be too fast for streets where
high volumes of traffic mix with
active transport modes.
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Speed
A number of respondents are concerned with the speed vehicles and bikes
move along Thorndon Quay despite the high volume of activity.

—

[Thorndon Quay is] “way too fast as it is now - too many bikes, car parks
and shops.”

—

“This road should be no more than 40km/h, preferably 30 km/h.”

—

“50 km/h is too fast for any street where a high volume of motor
vehicles mix with people on bikes and foot, according to NZTA’s design
guides and speed management rules. Either drop the speed, or separate
bike traffic. Or both.”

—

“I suspect the average speed at peak times is lower than 50 km/h
anyway, so it wouldn’t make difference then. But when the clearways
aren’t operating is off peak and when the major cyclist/driver conflicts
are acute. So yes, reduce the speed.”

—

“I think 50 km/h could be appropriate here if fully protected cycle lanes
are installed.”

—

“The mixture of stores, private vehicles, public transport, bicycles, makes
this stretch very dangerous for all road users at 50km/h. The angled
parks provide little visibility to other vehicles and cyclists coming up. The
number of near misses between all road users is astounding. This stretch
should be considered for 30km/h or physically separated bicycle, road,
and vehicle usage if speeds remain at 50km/h.”

—

“With the increasing amount of mixed foot, cycle, and vehicle traffic,
50 km/h is way too fast for safely integrating them. A limit of 30 km/h
should seriously be considered. Yes, there is a lot of traffic, but we want
to encourage usage of active modes of transport. With vehicles passing
through taking routes such as the motorway for longer distances.”
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—

“I don’t think visibility from Davis Street is an issue at all. The speed at
which most cars approach it however is. Cars zoom down Davis Street
and slam on the brakes when they get to the intersection.”

—

[Davis Street / Thorndon Quay intersection] “Intersection is too tight;
people need to dart across it really fast to get into gaps. Needs slower
speed limit and better visibility. Cyclists are often cut off and nearly hit
here.”

—

[Davis Street / Thorndon Quay intersection] “Often find people rush
through this intersection without looking at what is coming”

—

“Cars turning left into Thorndon quay from Davis have poor visibility of
traffic coming from their right and often don’t see cyclists. Make speed
limit 30km/h here so they are not so rushed.”

—

“Make the speed limit on Thorndon Quay 30km/h so that cyclists can
ride in the middle of the lane.”

—

“Until there is a separated cycle way, the speed limit should be lowered
to 30km/h from Guthrie Bowron to at least the train station. There’s just
too much going on for 50 km/h.”

—

“People drive around this corner really fast (probably because the corner
design allows for that). It’s scary when you’re walking across
Davis Street. A more right-angled corner might slow cars down a bit. It’s
also a scary intersection to cross on bike when you’re going to town. The
traffic is moving so fast in both directions and there’s no refuge in the
middle. Fixing the first problem might at least make it easier for people
biking to safely get to the ped crossing.”

—

“Cars are desperate to get out of side streets, [which] puts cyclists at
risk. Having [a] limit of 40km/h may help cars get out and put cyclists at
less risk. Hardest people to police would be bikes going over 40km/h.”

—

“The speed differential between cars / buses vs bikes is a problem.”

—

“Every time a bus screeches to a halt, my heart misses a beat.”

HUTT ROAD FEEDBACK THEMES
What you told us about Hutt Road…
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HUTT ROAD SHARED
TWO-WAY CYCLE AND
PEDESTRIAN PATHWAY
There is an existing shared
two-way cycle and pedestrian
pathway on the eastern side of
Hutt Road.
The number of cyclists is only
likely to increase upon the
completion of Te Ara Tupua,
Wellington to Hutt Valley
connection.
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Shared two-way cycle pathway
Currently cyclists share the cycle lane with pedestrians on the eastern side
of Hutt Road.
As noted previously, a number of respondents have noted the connection
between the Hutt Road shared pathway and Thorndon Quay is an issue
both north and southbound. These concerns have been captured in the
Thorndon Quay Cycle Lane/Facilities section of this report.
Many respondents commented on the quality and access points of the
shared pathway, the safety of cyclists at other crossings along Hutt Road
and at the Ngauranga intersection, as well as the width/use of the shared
pathway by others.

—

“The transformer right on the shared path must go. It’s an accident
waiting to happen.”

—

“Transformer box in the middle of the shared path isn’t really good
enough.”

—

“Leaving the big electric box in the middle of the path is very strange - it
creates unnecessary choke points and is very dangerous in the dark.”

—

“I can’t see approaching cyclists over the top of the green box so end up
going onto the pedestrian lane to ensure I have enough space to pass
safely.”

—

“Given the shared pathway runs above a curb, there’s far less danger to
users here than other areas such as Thorndon Quay.”

—

“Please consider working with rest of Govt and KiwiRail to see if it is
possible to go with a fully separated cycleway along the edge of the
railway yards. Full separation is safest.”

—

“Despite the massive signage people and children often walk onto the
shared path without looking for cyclists when getting to the childcare
place or the storage business. Also, cars and moving trucks parked on
the side or even directly on the shared path are not uncommon.”
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—

“This is a shared path but lacks signs as well as the 3.5m design width.”

—

“There are a number of issues with the shared path on this stretch with

•

lots of curbs and potholes

•

crossing of the underpass

•

cars regularly parking on the shoulder

•

busy with pedestrians and people getting on and off the bus.”

—

“Poor visibility around corners. Physical separation between northbound
and southbound path might help.”

—

“Please stop cars from driving and parking on the shared path (childcare
centre drop offs and pickups and people accessing the storage place).”

—

“From my experience, cyclists generally understand [shared pathways]
but pedestrians seldom behave this way which can be very dangerous.”

—

“That green stuff for marking bike space does not stay very bright and
visible for long. It dulls very quickly. On bike path the green stuff is no
longer visible on business driveways.”

—

“There needs to be split path for walkers and cyclists and it’s probably
best to prevent cars parking to the east side of this “goat” path (as it
additionally narrows the small space).”

—

“KiwiRail has created a nice wide path along its railway corridor between
Ngauranga and Kaiwharawhara. Can LGWM look at the option to get
this made available as a separated cycle path and talk to KiwiRail about
how this can be done? Hopefully the same as what is proposed for the
N2P seaside shared path in terms of having a fence to secure the railway
corridor but maintaining the access for KiwiRail maintenance.”

—

[Opposite Kennards Self Storage] “This is one of the (many) dangerous
parts to cycle, there needs to be a better way of making cars slow
down and look for cyclists before speeding out. At least once a week I.
or another cyclist that I see, have a close call with drivers here (usually
exiting).”

—

“The business carparks at the Southern End of the cycle path where
northbound cyclist leave Thorndon Quay do not have good visibility to
the South due to oversized signage and the bend away.”

—

[Sar St / Hutt Road intersection] “It is difficult to cross from Sar St onto
the cycle path toward the city. Curb bumps. I usually stay on the road.”

—

[Hutt Road at Aotea Quay] “Please add those little poles in the middle,
and “slow down cyclists” signs.”

—

[Hutt Road at Aotea Quay] “There used to be a grind out/cut out in the
kerb here to allow a road cyclist to enter the cycleway. Please reinstate
it.”

—

[Hutt Road near Aotea Quay] “Start a purpose-built cycleway here
between the railway and Thorndon road buildings. Truly segregated.
Two lanes (one for each direction), cycles only (No pedestrians).”

—

[Hutt Road at Aotea Quay] “There used to be a grind out/cut out in the
kerb here to allow a road cyclist heading north to stack into the centre
median on the road, and when clear, to cross the southbound traffic lane
to enter the cycleway.”

—

[Hutt Road at Aotea Quay] “It’s just not wide enough for dual use, dual
direction, around corners, with limited headroom.”

—

[Hutt Road at Aotea Quay] “Fast cyclists cut the corners here, ignoring
that it is two way. Northbound /Southbound lane markings would help.”

—

—

—

[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “There is possibly a bit
too much going on at this entry point e.g. counter position, on / off cut
outs- which is which, giving way from other path users etc. Plus, there is
no option to join the pathway and turn left to go northbound. Currently
to do so is quite awkward, the easiest way is to use the pedestrian
crossing, but we do not want to be put offside with pedestrians. Can
someone fix this please?”

—

[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “The limited
southbound visibility as cars are pulling out of Spotlight makes it very
dangerous for cyclists as cars have to pull out very far into the cycle lane
to have good visibility. Ideally the bridge over the creek would have its
barriers moved back to allow cars stopped before the footpath to be
able to see along the cycle path.”

—

[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “More work required to
make the widened cycle path outside Spotlight safer. Motorists entering
and leaving the retail area in two places cross over the bike lane. You
have to be looking everywhere to read the situation.”

—

[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “Businesses along this
section have vehicles crossing the cycle lane without thought who stop,
blocking the entire path right in front of a cyclist.”

—

“Vehicles from Ngaio, queued at the lights in the left-hand lane are
frequently too far left - often on top of the green cycle strip, blocking the
way for cyclists to move to the front. Busses especially.”

[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “The push to cross
cycle button needs to be replicated please to the south of the crossing
for north bound cyclists. Or a magnetic detector cut in into the waiting
area.”

—

[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “There is a cyclist/
cyclist conflict here with cyclists coming down the gorge turning on to
the cycleway coming fast into cyclists going both ways straight through.
We probably all need to slow down.”

[Near Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “Motorists
frequently do U-turns along this section of the bike path. They are driving
north along Hutt road and use the bike path to turn south, perhaps to
get back to the ferry/SH1 on-ramp.”

—

[Near Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “I’ve had and seen
lots of near-misses from U-turns here. Even had drivers drive up the
cycleway for several hundred metres before realising they were not on
the road.”
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—

[Near Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “I have had several
very close calls with drivers doing this as they pull across the bike path,
and sometimes even drive along it.”

—

[Westminster St / Hutt Road intersection] “Cars stop across cycle path
in order to enter Hutt Road.”

—

“Shared Path users should have right of way over traffic in and out
Westminster St here. Cars usually stop right on the Shared Path and
block it, or - when they see a cyclist - stop and give way anyway. This
would also make it consistent with all the other smaller driveway onto
Hutt Road on that stretch.”

—

—

[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue] “Should be a
cycle slow zone. I used to use that day-care but have since left and it
was a nightmare once that cycle way was put in, cyclists speeding past,
kicking cars if you went to try pull into the traffic from the carpark and
then had to quickly stop as another car pulled out from the side the road
so you got stuck on the “cycle way” as another car pulled up behind in
the car park. Really hard to see past all the cars parked for drop off and
looking out for a speeding bike.”
[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue] “We use to drive
this section of road every morning and evening to drop our daughter off
to day-care on the way into work. Having the “cycleway” there is really
bad for cars turning into and out of these areas. At least once a week we
would have angry cyclists as we had to sit in it to turn out as we couldn’t
see the cars. I think the cycleway should flow the train line to the station
then go and branch out to the other parts of the city from there. Having
it a shared space does not work.”
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—

[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue]”BIG Signs need
to be up to tell cyclists to slow down between the child cares and/
or those yellow bumps. They speed though nearly taking out children
waiting to cross the foot path. Also right of way should be given to
cars pulling in and out of the main road to the carpark, as it does further
down by the pet shop as cars having to give way to cyclists is ridiculous
and is going to cause a nose to tail soon, this would also help contribute
to getting the cyclists to slow down!”

—

[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue] “Please stop cars
parking on the inside (eastern) side of the cycleway. The drivers also
feel entitled to drive along the cycleway to access this parking area and
furthermore - drive/reverse and stop on the cycleway in doing so. I have
had some awfully near misses.”

—

[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue] “I agree that
the cycle lane should be on the other side of the businesses as there
is too much contention between traffic and pedestrians using those
businesses. I am always careful around the day-care centre for children,
but cars are a real hazard for cyclists even if they are dropping off
children. Cyclists are travelling quickly because we are real commuters
and time is important for us too. The whole cycle way should be a slow
zone, but then commuter cyclists would not use it.”

—

[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue] “This is a highrisk area; numerous crashes have occurred there and every single one
was preventable. Yet storage business related people keep using the
shared path as a loading area, blocking lines of sight and making things
extremely unsafe. This needs sturdy physical separation of modes.”

—

[near Onslow Road intersection] “Cycle way very thin, tight passing
oncoming riders.”

—

“Difficult to get onto cycle path northbound when exiting Onslow Road.”

—

[Onslow Road / Hutt Road intersection] “When merging from
Onslow road a ramp for cycling onto the cycleway from roadway would
improve transition as currently the best interface is at the next driveway.”

—

[Near Rangiora / Hutt Road intersection] “Despite the massive signage
for cyclists to slow down in this area many don’t. The yellow bumps and
signs similar to by the pet store would be a good reminder.”

—

[Onslow Road / Hutt Road intersection] “There is no safe way for cyclists
at the bottom of Onslow to cross over to the cycleway. If going south,
a cyclist needs to use the merging lane. With cars often behind you and
also cars travelling VERY fast (on your left) southwards along Hutt Road
(which are hard to see as you cannot keep your head looking behind
you whilst trying to maintain your line going forwards). If a cyclist wants
to use Onslow Rd from the cycleway, they are again in a tricky situation
with no safe crossing.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road] “Workers park on Hutt Road opposite the bus
stop, cross the road and get a ride into the city with co-workers. This
leads to people walking across the road in the dark in front of traffic.
Vehicles waiting for them block the cycle lane and bus stop.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road] “The path surface and width is poor. In
addition, early in the morning cyclists can be confronted by motorists
driving across the path just around the corner to park. Visibility to cross
the lanes to the lights to ride north is challenging. Even while stopped,
you need a couple of seconds to ensure a car is not hidden in the blind
spot.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road] “The shared path is very narrow here to
encompass the indented bus bay and passenger shelter.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road] “In the early morning people being picked
up/dropped off in this area do not seem to be aware that it is a shared
cycle/footpath - they stand in the middle of the path or cross it without
looking.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road] “Very unsafe shared cycling and bus
passenger space. Passengers often stand in cycleway and move from
bus-stop-wait area unexpectedly without warning. Suggest a clear
designation.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road] “Often water-logged with many potholes.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road] “The cars parking on the side of the
Hutt Road (just south of the bus stop) often use the cycleway to park
part of their vehicles (causing the cycleway width to be too narrow for
2-way cycling). Also, the drivers block the cyclists’ exit/entry from the
bus area onto the cycleway. It seems sensible to prevent the parking of
cars alongside the cycleway in this area.”

—

—

—

—

[Onslow Road / Hutt Road intersection] “Can the lights at the
Onslow/Hutt Rd intersection have an option for cyclists to activate,
especially for times of low traffic. Currently cyclists have to wait at the
red light until a car comes from behind to activate a green light.”
[Onslow Road / Hutt Road intersection] “Onslow Road merge to
Hutt Road could benefit from a cycle crossing improvements to allow
cycles to either merge into traffic or safely move to a refuge island and
cross completely to the cycleway when safe. This is a high relative speed
difference merge as cyclists are often starting from a stop with vehicle
traffic behind from both Hutt and Onslow Road. An advance cycle
reserve on Onslow at the light would provide further protection.”
[Near Onslow Road / Hutt Road intersection] “There are the legs of a
large sign right in the cycle path around this area (and close to railway
line pass overhead). In low light there are not visible and are a great
danger to users who are unfamiliar with the path. Suggest lighting this
area so sign legs/posts are clearly visible.”
[Near Onslow Road / Hutt Road intersection] “Very tight pinch point
in the cycleway here - had lots of near-misses with inattentive cyclists/
runners/walkers.”
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—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road] “Something must be done with the skinny
cycle path under the rail overbridge going north. Very narrow, frequently
covered in debris and glass, with traffic thundering past at close range.
I’ve often ridden down in morning commutes and up in evenings. It is a
terrible environment for cyclists and completely spoils the route up the
Ngauranga Gorge to Newlands and Johnsonville.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “Need to set
clear signage that cyclists going up the hill are on this side of the valley,
whereas cyclists coming down the valley use the other side. Path too
narrow for double cycle lane.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “This road is
very tight, and it is unclear how a cyclist coming from the Hutt Rd cycle
path should transition onto the Ngauranga Gorge ‘path’. I’ve had several
close calls with cars deciding to overtake me without giving me any
space.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “As a cyclist
heading north from Hutt Road onto SH2, it is tricky to get across the
left-turn feeder lane when it contains a slow-moving queue of cars. One
potential solution could be a yellow hatched/keep clear section on the
feeder lane to provide a gap for cyclists to get across to the cycle lane.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “I always
dread getting to this intersection when I’m riding into town in the
morning. You can see the cars heading to the Hutt flying up behind you
and you just hope you can get across to the traffic lights safely. There
must be some way of designing the intersection to minimise the amount
of time cyclists need to ride in front of the Centennial Hwy traffic.”

—

“I cycle often down Ngauranga Gorge and onto the shared cycle/foot
path at the start of Hutt Road. There is only a very narrow ramp through
the kerb from the road onto the cycle path, and on several occasions, I
have had to slow down a lot to avoid other cyclists who are exiting from
the cycle path onto the road. I think what is needed is a wider ramp or
preferably separate ramps for cyclists entering and exiting here. “
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—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “Need a
northbound cycle path here to link up with the Wakely Road path up to
Newlands. The new Wakely road path is terrific but is difficult to access
on the way up to the Northern suburbs to:

•

No option to cross the road on the right-hand side of the
Ngauranga Gorge intersection,

•

No connection to Wakely Road path northbound. At the moment,
I have to cross 4 lanes of traffic to get to the other side of the road
which is quite sketchy.”

—

“The safe shared path north to Petone is not well signposted.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “Don’t let
the Te Ara Tupua narratives and design end here - they need to extend
all the way down through Wellington CBD, to the airport, and through all
of the connections in between.”

Shared footpath and street environment

—

“The asphalt is a softer running surface, and I have frequently seen
runners on it rather than the concrete. Conversely, the concrete, if well
smoothed as it is here, makes a better cycling surface - not humpy like
the asphalt is. What is the reason for them being as they are - cyclists get
the blacktop? Will future arrangements be the other way about please?”

—

“Runners constantly run on the cycle path. They like the tar seal over
concrete footpaths. Marking the cycle lane or signage could be helpful.”

—

“During the 2017 upgrades they removed the street light posts from the
cycleway so there were less hazards (yay!) but then replaced them with
an equal number of signposts with a cycleway/walkway symbol, but on
the wrong part of the path (duh). Net result - same number of hazards to
crash into!”

—

“The road the entire way up Hutt Road is in terrible condition. Needs a
really good refresh as it can be a sketchy on a motorcycle when wet/
cold due to unsealed and slippery surfaces.”

—

[Hutt Road at Aotea Quay] “Better separation from cyclists required on
this blind corner.”

—

[Hutt Road at Aotea Quay] “When the posts were removed from the
cycle path here, the holes were left and not tar sealed. Could these be
filled please.”

—

[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “There are zero
safe crossing places for pedestrians on this road, anywhere, from
Kaiwharawhara to Ngaio. There is a light controlled crossing here, but
it goes only half way, stranding pedestrians in the middle of the road.
Never use it, no safer than crossing plain road further up gorge, where
you don’t have to deal with turning traffic.”

—

[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue] “Pedestrians
need proper separated footpaths here.”

—

[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue] “Shoddy
pavement repair by the new Placemakers where the pavement has been
dug up and not properly been compacted/ levelled.”

Many respondents commented on the maintenance of the shared pathway
and the issues they encounter along the route.

—

“Zero provision for and consideration of pedestrians anywhere along this
corridor. More people walk along here than ride bikes, but the footpath
has been turned into a raceway for cyclists, travelling at speeds of 50
km/ h or more on e-bikes. No physical separation to protect those on
foot or provide us a feeling of security.”

—

“Tree routes have pushed up the path surface - difficult to see in the dark
and could make you fall.”

—

“Let’s have best practise separated footpaths - this is already a bit of a
trial walking along here with cars whooshing past at speed and cyclists
doing close calls from both directions. It has a nice garden along the
edge that should have the occasional seat as well - it is nice and sunny
here.”

—

“It would be really useful to signpost where the road goes at each
crossing point along the Hutt Rd. Pedestrians will have better
information to make the best choice of route. A walkable catchment
map would be great.”

—

“Proactive maintenance please. The pohutukawa roots have been
bulging the shared path for years.”

—

“How about some seats along this footpath at regular intervals.”

—

“Concrete is not a nice walking surface it is too hard. Also, the concrete
is very bright on a sunny day and hard to look at. Please make walking
surfaces asphalt.”

—

“Concrete is not a good walking surface. Please stop making concrete
footpaths - pedestrians have no suspension and concrete is very hard on
feet.”

—

“Stop using concrete to differentiate between pedestrian path and
cycleway. Concrete isn’t good for running on. (Well, either is asphalt, but
it isn’t as bad as concrete).”
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—

[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue] “This needs at
least a ‘look both ways’ sign, the painted shared lane markings don’t
seem to be enough here.”

—

[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue] “This is one of
the most dangerous parts of the journey. Especially, northbound as you
are cycling past Placemakers, exiting cars are not visible (and cyclists
won’t be visible to the cars trying to exit).”

—

—

[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue] Street lighting
here (and along much of Hutt Road) is appalling. The theory was that
taller, stronger lights would be placed along the western side of the road
to illuminate both sides. However, this doesn’t work in practice - LED’s
are too directional and simply not bright enough. Plus, the glare from
the angle of the lights, and the oncoming car headlights, means it’s very
difficult to see other cyclists/runners on the shared path. If you’re lucky
you might just make out their silhouette.”
[Westminster Street / Hutt Road intersection] “Scooters are left here by
the bus stop, often lying across the cycle path. They are hard to see in
the dark. They are also a trip hazard for pedestrians, and not just being
hit by bikes.”

—

“A footpath on Onslow Road is needed and a good crossing at grade.”

—

“No footpath on this section of Onslow road therefore pedestrians
cannot access the shared path. An over bridge would be good placed
here given how narrow the road is from the end of the footpath to the
intersection.”

—

“I walk the Hutt Road/Thorndon Quay most days of the week - having
risked my health walking down Onslow Road, which should have a
footpath. I’m able bodied and can cross at the lights, and I like the
pedestrian/cycle separation. However, the businesses that line the
road badly need improved signage, education and enforcement to
prevent the countless near misses as drivers heedlessly cross the cycle/
pedestrian paths. What’s disappointing is how drivers and employees do
not care.”
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—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road] “The path at this point has a number of issues
that make it dangerous for people on bike and foot. It is too narrow,
and this is made worse by cars parked illegally on the dirt strip. There
is a danger from cars turning left into the underpass tunnel to drop off
or pick up people at the railway station. There is not enough room for
people to safely board or exit the bus.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road] “The path is exceptionally narrow for BOTH
cyclists and walkers using it going BOTH ways. It is dangerous in low
light conditions (like winter days) when walkers are using cycleway with
no illumination (on their clothes) whatsoever and also with headphones
on so oblivious to cyclists’ warnings. Suggest either no headphones (or
one ear only for listening through earphones) for pedestrians on a shared
path. Brighter lights on the path especially in the dark greenery section?”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road] “There are often cars parked across the
footpath here. This needs to be a safe place for pedestrians as they wait
for ever to get across the road. It could even be a nice place to wait with
some greenery etc.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road] “There are 3 bus stops, one train stations and
dozens of businesses in this area. It needs safe crossing for pedestrians
to get to and from these. I have seen old photos of this intersection that
had a pedestrian crossing or an overbridge. Where are they now?!”

—

“Better information on bus and where you can walk to is needed. It is
the start of the Petone walkway and also the route to Wakely Road and
any shops etc around Ngauranga. Not everyone uses a vehicle to access
these places. Pedestrians need good information to make the best time
efficient choice of where to cross etc.”

—

“This is the link to Ngauranga railway station - there needs to be a clear
pedestrian path with good wayfinding - should include bus timetables
etc.”

—

“The cycleway crossing at the station access road is very rough and
bumpy, so I have seen a novice cyclist come off due to hands slipping off
bars.”

HUTT ROAD CROSSINGS /
INTERSECTIONS
There are a number of crossings
and intersections along the
approximate 4km of Hutt Road,
meaning there are multiple
moving parts users need to be
aware of.
Hutt Road is a critical access
link to the Interislander Ferry
Terminal. It is also a secondary
route for access to CentrePort,
central Wellington and the
State Highway network. This
increases the volume and type
of vehicles using these roads.
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Crossings / Intersections

—

Many respondents requested existing crossings are improved whilst also
sharing their key issues of transport modes mixing throughout the route,
particularly at the Ngauranga / Jarden Mile Interchange, and across the
shared two-way pathway to reach businesses on the eastern side of
Hutt Road.

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “When leaving to turn left onto Thorndon Quay
you’re inclined to look right for cars, not left for cyclists heading the other
way on the cycle path as this is counterintuitive.”

—

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “Vehicles should not be allowed to turn right
into the Waitomo.”

—

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “The entrance and exit to the Waitomo is terrible
for motorists pulling in front of cyclists. The large green box further
inhibits sightlines. Motorists more frequently block the bike path than
don’t, mostly because they cannot see well from further back. The whole
section is dangerous.”

—

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “There is a lot of traffic crossing the cycle lane to
get into the petrol station. It’s a busy road so it’s hard for drivers to focus
on cars, cyclists and walkers.”

—

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “I consider that as a commuting cyclist, I
should be willing to slow or stop here for vehicles if necessary. A little
consideration and kindness goes a long way. The design is poor, and a
bad choice by an exiting driver can mean they are across the exit as I
approach. If that happens, I stop to let them exit without the extra hassle
of being on top of them.”

—

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “As a driver it’s difficult to exit the petrol station
safely. Stopping ahead of the shared path gives poor visibility of
Hutt Road traffic. To get good visibility you need to stop on the shared
path.”

—

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “Conflict between people accessing Waitomo,
and people on bikes, especially from right turning traffic coming from the
south, or turning out and to the north. There’s a high mental workload
on drivers, who may fail to see people on foot, scooters, or on bikes. This
conflict could be addressed by preventing right hand turns.”

—

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “It’s really hard to turn into the station when
heading north because you can’t see the bikes coming from behind you.”

—

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “Entry and exit from petrol station is a debacle.
Dangerous for cyclists, tricky for motorists.”

—

—

—

“Drivers exiting and entering the commercial premises along the ENTIRE
length of the cycleway often cross the cycleway without looking; not
realising they need give way (as I assume many are unfamiliar with
nuances of this section). PLEASE can 2 HIGH LED flashing LARGE sign
be put up before traffic enters this cycleway section (seen by both north
& south traffic) to state the rule of GIVE WAY to cyclists. The design
of this cycleway continually puts the vulnerable road user in extreme
danger.”
“There needs to be consistency in the rules. Cars give way to any cyclist/
walker on the cycleway/pedestrian way. One rule lessens confusion for
ALL. BIG bold bright flashing signs are needed to heed drivers (both
entering AND exiting properties along Hutt Road) to give way. Cyclists
give way at the (one and only) ROAD, south of childcare (leading to
Animates).”
“As a driver, the crossing to get in and out of the Waitomo station is
very steep and awkward - the sightlines are tricky - and I always worry
coming out of there that I will end up in an accident trying to look both
at the cyclists both ways and the traffic - and doing this past parked
cars!! I recommend removing the parking between the entrances and
then a bit either side to sort this.”

—

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “Better pedestrian crossing needed here.”

—

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “Narrow the entrances to the petrol station and
make them right angles so cars go slow and can see more easily.”
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—

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “The exit over the kerb is a steep dip, so a slow
exit is what I do, meaning I have a vehicle over the shared path for longer
than should be necessary.”

—

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “At peak times 7-9am and 5-7pm this area is
busy and dangerous for cyclists/pedestrians. It does seem that quite a
few motorists ‘forget’ to check or ignore those walking on the shared
pathway when turning out of the service station and block it while
waiting for an in to the traffic flow.”

—

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “Gas station is a death trap, at least consider a
solid centre barrier so people can’t turn in from north bound lane.”

—

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “Very few cars give way or slow down as they
swing across the petrol station entrance. Generally, it is cars heading
north that cause the problem. Could block off with a centre island do
only cars heading south can enter?”

—

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “Cars exiting and entering petrol station
often don’t look for cyclists. Change - is it possible to have a camera
installed that can result in instant fines being issued (similar to red Ishtar
cameras?) Also remove parking to give better visibility of cyclists.
Improve signage to state cycle way must be kept clear of cars at all
times i.e. no stopping on cycle way.”

—

—

—

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “Suggest left only exit, no parking immediately
outside Waitomo so full visibility is available. And the road build-up over
the years of surfacing has made the lip from path to road high so a lot
of cars have to slow dramatically to avoid hitting road with valance/
bumper - so it becomes a bit of a slow journey requiring several “look
lefts/rights” unnecessarily. Fail to fix the lip and parked cars will force
Waitomo customers to stop in the cycleway.”
[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “The Spotlight vehicular
exit should have been signalised when the cycle path was put in. It can
and should be done now.”
[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “Safe access to and
across the crossing is needed.”
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—

[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “The bridge widening
has helped this but it’s still Russian roulette for bikes with cars exiting and
entering, and cars do end up stopping on the cycle way - you have to
see!! It should have been a four way with lights.”

—

[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “The entrance/exit from
spotlight to Hutt road is dangerous. The widened bridge is good, but
hazard remains. Change - raise judder bars to maximum possible and
improve signage to state cycle lane must be kept free of cars and cyclists
have right of way. This is a dangerous spot - need better warning lights /
noise to wake up some dopey motorists.”

—

[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “The widened bridge
has improved this area, but it is still a hazard. In particular, the nontransparent bridge barrier makes it difficult for cyclists to see if there are
exiting vehicles (and vice versa).”

—

[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “This intersection is
often very busy with commuter traffic and heavy vehicles, and the cycle
markings do little to create a safe cycling route, especially when crossing
the road. Cycleways do little to aid if there isn’t the space for cars and
bikes.”

—

[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “This intersection is
confusing, it’s unclear who has right of way (cars/cyclists).”

—

[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “Cars heading north and
turning into spotlight have to deal with cyclists, walkers, oncoming traffic,
which is a lot, making it dangerous for cyclists.”

—

[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “There needs to be a
bigger barrier to discourage people turning right out of Spotlight. People
ignore the sign, it holds everyone else up, and is very dangerous. Ideally a
barrier would stretch down to School Road.”

—

[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “Even with some of the
bridge panels removed, it is still really hard to see bikes coming from the
left when leaving spotlight, so you need to poke the front of the car out
to be able to see far enough down the path.”

—

[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “There needs to be
signage to tell people that the only way to cross the Hutt Road is by
crossing on the Northern side of Kaiwharawhara Road. Or preferably put
in another crossing option further towards town.”

—

[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “This is a death trap
and it is a small miracle nobody had died there yet. The new bridge is
an absolute idiocy and has made a bad spot even worse by completely
blocking visibility for both motorists coming out of Spotlight (the few
who do look south that is) and northbound cyclists. Putting chicken wire
on the ends had not made it any better. This place needs better signage
reminding motorists they do NOT have the right of way.”

—

—

[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “The best option is to
move the Spotlight exit to be part of the signalised intersection with
Kaiwharawhara Road. This would provide a safer and clearer exit for
everyone. Having this busy intersection so close to a set of signals only
makes this area more confusing and dangerous for everyone.”
[Westminster St / Hutt Road intersection] “This intersection is
confusing, but admittingly difficult to get right. The stop sign for exiting
Westminster is too early, after which cars frequently block the path.
The white criss-cross markings are not well understood. Travelling
northbound on the shared path, it’s difficult to interpret whether a car
will turn left into Westminster as this is an area cars regularly change to
the left lane.”

—

[Westminster St / Hutt Road intersection] “Bike should have priority
across Westminster Road. Confusing and dangerous junction for cars
and bikes. Cars often give way to cyclists or block road. As a cyclist you
need a 360degree view to be safe here.”

—

[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue] “Something
needs to be done about visibility - you have to be on the cycle path to
see, even to turn left out of here.”

—

[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue] “Too many
dangerous moments on the crossings to businesses/Caltex etc on this
stretch. Riding on the road is often safer, particularly northbound.”
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—

[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue] “Drivers exiting
and entering the BMW sales premises here often cross the cycleway
without looking; not realising they need give way (as I assume many
are unfamiliar with the nuances of this section). PLEASE can a massive
flashing sign be put up for both entering and exiting cars! Thanks.”

—

[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue] “Despite all the
signage cars entering and exiting regularly cut off cyclists going north
and south. The current design does not work well at all.”

—

[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue] “Because of the
height of the fence (& now the coffee cart in the Placemakers carpark),
it’s difficult to see cyclists travelling north when exiting Caltex here.”

—

[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue] “It’s dangerous,
having to stop on a main road to give way to cyclists to pull into a car
park. If pedestrians have to give way to cars, so should cyclists!”

—

[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue] “Children
have right of way, and most cyclists are really careful here. But when
in a car, parents and children are really well protected and cyclists
and pedestrians are really vulnerable. If you have to drive across the
cycleway you have to give way.”

—

[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue] “The Caltex
petrol garage is a SERIOUS hazard to both walkers and pedestrians.
There needs to be a STOP sign both at exit and entrance with SEVERE
speed humps before the entry and Exit. Cyclists CANNOT see the cars
exiting garage until too late (as vision blocked by Placemakers boundary
hence also consider transparent boundary!!). Drivers are particularly
arrogant towards cyclists. MASSIVE BRIGHT FLASHING STOP signs for
drivers both on entry and exit are required.”

—

[Between Kaiwharawhara Road and Rangiora Avenue] “There’s very
poor visibility around the Caltex service station and I’ve seen a cyclist get
hit by a car. Even at the entrance where there’s better visibility, vehicles
still turn in to the cycle lane without checking for cyclists.”

—

[Rangiora Avenue/ Hutt Road intersection] “This pedestrian crossing
is very dangerous especially in poor light (such as in winter). Cars are
travelling at 80Kmph (or faster) yet there is no signalised crossing to
make them stop them. To be seen one has to step onto the crossing
which sometimes causes drivers to brake suddenly. I’ve seen one rearend accident and many near accidents because of this. This needs to be
a signalised crossing.”

—

[Onslow Road / Hutt Road intersection] “Needs a good crossing here.”

—

“How can I exit the shared path to go up Onslow Rd?”

—

[Onslow Road / Hutt Road intersection] “Cyclists are not heavy enough
to activate the lights so have to wait for a car to come from behind in
order to cross the road (coming from north) to go up Onslow Rd. A
green cycle box sensitive enough to activate the lights at the head of the
right turning lane could enable cyclists to cross this intersection safely.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “I HATE this
junction! It’s confusing, there is a lack of signage and I never know which
way cyclists are going to go. It’s confusing for a resident of Wellington
never mind the tourists who are trying to navigate it trying to get to the
ferry terminals.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “This
is terrifying the first time you encounter it as it’s so unexpected. An
accident waiting to happen.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “Given
the volume of road traffic, I can see any major re-engineering of this
intersection would be challenging. One element that could help might be
timers counting down to the cycle-phases, as well as ensuring curbs are
appropriately engineered to accommodate larger volumes of riders.”

—
—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “I find this
cycle crossing absolutely terrible. not safe at all.”
[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “We
need a better way to cross to the bus stop heading north. It’s hard for
commuters travelling from Hutt to Johnsonville to cross this section.”
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—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “The queues
of cars turning from SH1 northwards to SH2 at peak (bumper to bumper)
mean that it is quite a challenge finding an avenue between the cars
to get to the cycle land. Suggest a HUGE FLASHING “Caution Cyclists
Crossing” sign (for both Hutt Road traffic going north AND SH1 traffic)
PLUS BRIGHT yellow/red striped paint on the road ON BOTH SH2 north
accesses (indicating cars are not allowed to STOP on it) so that a cycling
avenue/path is created for the cyclists at peak hours.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “Not safe.
Heading north up SH2 it’s difficult to cross from the cycle path to the
traffic Island with trucks and cars turning left towards Wellington. Not
enough time to run or cycle across.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “Definitely
a dangerous spot. The cycle path there now actually directs cyclists into
the path of traffic coming from under the over-pass (turning left towards
Wellington). What’s more, the drivers are likely to be looking over their
shoulder in preparation to merge here. The remedy here isn’t obvious
though.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “A physical
barrier that prevents drivers from making an illegal left turn here would
be an ideal solution. I see cars turning left illegally here at least once per
week. I have had several near misses as a cyclist, and witnessed many
more, when I or other cyclists have been in the middle of the crossing on
a green, and a car has suddenly swung left without indicating.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “Suggest
adding a bicycle trigger for the traffic lights on the existing green bike
lane when cycling Northbound turning from Hutt Road on the SH2 on
ramp. If no cars trigger the lights, bikes have to risk riding through the
intersection without a green arrow.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “First priority
in this area is to get Crossings to connect all the roads and bus stops up.”

—

—

—

—

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “During
peak hours cars coming from Centennial Highway regularly take a
forbidden left turn at the lights onto SH2 north bound to avoid queues
on the turnoff lane. They get the green light at the same time as cyclists
crossing onto SH2, cut off cyclists and often cause near misses. Provide
a safe crossing for cyclists and physically prevent drivers from making a
left turn.”
[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “Please, for
God’s sake, don’t fall into the typical NZ trap of vastly under spending
on an upgrade and inevitably not improving anything. Give this junction
a great big budget and really solve every issue so it can last at least 50
years, if not 100.”
[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “There’s no
safe crossing for cyclists heading north on the Hutt Road shared path
onto the traffic island to then make the crossing using the lights. There’s
bad visibility of cars driving under the bridge, cars coming around pretty
fast, and even at the suggested crossing location not enough time to
watch oncoming cars to fully cross the lane given the speed of the cars.”
[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “When
keeping in the leftmost (turning lane), a lot of vehicles who are turning
left to go Northbound on SH2, will pass leaving no room. Then when
cyclists are wanting to continue straight to continue up to the lights (and
southbound along Hutt Rd), this can create a conflict with the traffic on
the right of you trying to turn left.”
[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “There are
all sorts of risks in this crossing. Cars exit SH2 and enter Hutt Rd often
at very high speeds. The curve of the road does not facilitate distance
vision either. I believe a speed bumps/humps would help (irrespective of
cyclists and walkers).”
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—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “Can we
have a traffic light to stop cars when cyclists have green. Ridiculous that
we have to weave through traffic here. I’m talking about the bit where
you cross traffic coming from Porirua. They place a traffic light to leave
the island but then you risk getting hit 20m further.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “It’s
shocking but a major improvement would be that the light sequence
includes time for pedestrians to cross in either direction, and that the
southbound sequence allows for cyclists to cross from the western side
of the road.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “A traffic
light for cars coming off the motorway heading South onto Hutt Road
would solve both problems, allow cyclists and pedestrians cross safely
and make it easier for them to pull into Hutt Rd.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “Need to
enhance crossing signals at this intersection to allow a safe crossing for
cyclists heading to Hutt and/or cyclists heading Northbound toward the
Wakely Rd crossing.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “The signage
and signalling here is confusing at best. It’s very difficult for someone first
visiting this intersection from the city to understand how to approach it.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “When
northbound SH2 is even slightly slowed after 4pm, vehicles from
Ngauranga turn left here almost every light change illegally against the
‘no left turn’ signage.”

—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road/ Centennial Highway intersection] “Given
the volume of road traffic, I can see any major re-engineering of this
intersection would be challenging. One element that could help might be
timers counting down to the cycle-phases, as well as ensuring curbs are
appropriately engineered to accommodate larger volumes of riders.”

HUTT ROAD BUS
PRIORITY AND BUS
STOPS
Buses are often stuck behind
cars, making travelling by bus
slow and unreliable.
Some bus stops along
Hutt Road have conflicts with
crossings or alight in narrow
sections of the shared path.
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Respondents suggested bus lanes are implemented along Hutt Road. Many
also commented on the requirement to rebalance bus stops/move to more
suitable locations for easier access by pedestrians.

—

[Bus Stop 5026 - Hutt Road at Aotea Quay] “The bus stop here feels like
a very uncomfortable and unwelcoming position with bad sight lines - it’s
not close to anything obvious.”

—

[Bus Stop #5486 - opposite School Road] “This Southbound bus stop
is too far from the Northbound bus stop and from the nearest residents.
Residents have too far to walk to use this excellent bus service. The bus
stop should be moved back to be closer to Kaiwharawhara Road. This
could be done if the intersection was rebuilt which would also be able to
incorporate the Spotlight exit.”

—

“Make the entire south & north bound left-hand lanes bus only at peak
times. A significant proportion of people travel by bus along this route
and this would improve on the reliability & speed of services. From
Thorndon Quay to Jarden Mile.”

[Bus Stop #5486 - opposite School Road] “Bus stop marooned in
the middle of a raceway for cyclists, who show zero consideration for
anybody else. Unsafe and unpleasant for people who wish to catch the
bus. Bus stop north of Ngaio Gorge removed to suit cyclists, with no
consideration of those who walk on Hutt Road and use public transport. I
now avoid the dangerous and long walk to the bus stop, unless no other
choice.”

—

“The severe camber of the left (shared clearway & parking) Southbound
lane between the Aotea Quay off ramp and Sar Street is such that
double decker buses are at risk of hitting signage - and it must be quite
frightening for passengers seated in the front couple of rows.”

[Bus Stop #5486 - opposite School Road] “The bus-stop on the Hutt
Road, at bottom Ngaio Gorge into town, inconvenient for pedestrians.
Was moved from outside Animates which was a far better location.
Were I travelling into town the new site is unpleasant.”

—

[Bus Stop 5028 - Kaiwharawhara - Fore Street] “This northbound bus
stop is in the lane. Therefore, when a bus stop it stops all the traffic.
Often cars stuck behind the bus try to merge into the right lane causing
congestion that can stretch back to block the intersection. As there is
a high volume of peak time buses, this happens often. This should be a
pull-over bus stop.”

Bus Priority
—

“The bus lane on Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road will be a game-changer,
such as eliminating traffic, roll out more buses such as frequencies,
complimenting bikers who’ve been using the cycleway that’s been
effective in the last few years, and trains that’s been at capacities.”

—

“The bus service from North Wellington carries twice as many
commuters as the Johnsonville Line. There is space for a dedicated
southbound bus lane BEHIND Hutt Road buildings along the edge of
the railway tracks from this location. Such a bus lane would enable
morning buses to avoid Hutt Road congestion, enable most parking to
be retained and still greatly simplify improvements to cyclists. Why is
this obvious option not being considered by LGWM?”

—

—

Bus Stops

—

[Hutt Road at Aotea Quay] “The parking along here is pointless as a
clearway during morning peak as buses never seem to use it. Replace
the parking with 24/7 bus lanes to prioritize public transport and
improve the on-time performance.”

—

[Kaiwharawhara Road / Hutt Road intersection] “The bus drivers around
here are excellent, never had any problems with them, there is great
visibility and is it good to be left turn only for buses.”
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—

[Ngauranga / Hutt Road] “If you need to transfer from the #1 bus on
the Zone 3/4 boundary you have to cross the road 3 times with no
official crossings to get to the bus stop for the #83 northbound. It’s very
dangerous, makes sense to have buses use the same stop rather than 2
separate stops. Creating a Zone 1-4 monthly bus pass would eliminate
the need for people to do this awkward dash across the road in peak
hour traffic at 7.40am.”

—

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “Conflict between people accessing Waitomo,
and people on bikes, especially from right turning traffic coming
from the south, or turning out and to the north. There’s a high mental
workload on drivers, who may fail to see people on foot, scooters, or on
bikes. This conflict could be addressed by preventing right hand turns.”

—

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “It’s really hard to turn into the station when
heading north because you can’t see the bikes coming from behind
you.”

—

[Waitomo Fuel Station] “Entry and exit from petrol station is a debacle.
Dangerous for cyclists, tricky for motorists.”
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FEEDBACK FROM BUS OPERATORS
What bus operators told us about Thorndon Quay and
Hutt Road…
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BUS OPERATORS’ FEEDBACK
Stakeholder Feedback

—

[Davis Street / Thorndon Quay intersection – Northbound]: “this stop
is poorly located as drivers are unable to see whether anyone is waiting
until virtually across Davis Street resulting in the need for a sudden
change of direction which often brings the bus into conflict with cyclists.
If the driver is taking precautions by travelling slowly around the corner
towards the stop then the bus is impeding following motorists wishing to
travel at the posted speed.”

—

[Davis Street / Thorndon Quay intersection – Northbound]: “Buses
come into conflict with cyclists when accessing this bus stop and also
experience difficulty in returning to the main carriageway in the AM
peak.”

—

“Bus Stop #5494 [Thorndon Quay – opposite Bordeaux Bakery] Buses
attempting to access this stop regularly come into conflict with cyclists
as the bus has to cross the lane to enter the stop. Additionally, angle
parked trades vehicles prior to the stop can obstruct vision. Exiting the
stop is difficult as cyclists approach from the bus drivers’ blind spot.
There can be challenges finding a break in the traffic flow for the bus to
merge - and often this coincides with a cycle attempting to overtake.”

—

“Bus Stop #5492 [Thorndon Quay – opposite Hirepool] Buses
attempting to access this stop regularly come into conflict with cyclists
as the bus has to cross the lane to enter the stop. Further exiting the
stop is difficult as cyclists approach from the bus drivers’ blind spot and
additionally there can be challenges finding a break in the traffic flow for
the bus to merge - and often this coincides with a cycle attempting to
overtake.”

Bus operators were specifically invited to give map-based feedback on the
key issues they encounter and what improvements they’d like to see on
Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road. Feedback themes included:

—

bus stop conflicts with cyclists

—

angled parking obstructing the road and causing delays

—

challenges with crossing over and merging back with general traffic flow

—

limited space available to access bus stops and bus depot

—

road camber and roadside furniture (signage)

—

location of bus stops, limited visibility at intersections.

Bus operators’ comments
—

—

[Moore Street / Thorndon Quay intersection – Southbound]: “Buses
have difficulty at all times but particularly during the AM peak in safely
accessing Bus Stop #5498 Thorndon Quay @ Capital Gateway because
of the clash between cyclists, pedestrians and steady traffic. There is
insufficient room beyond the pedestrian crossing safety ramp for buses
to pull in parallel to the stop which is not long enough to accommodate
a 12.8metre bus. There are also problems exiting the stop which ideally
should be around 10 metres longer”
[Moore Street / Thorndon Quay intersection – Northbound]: “Access to
this stop is difficult as the two car parks at the rear of the stop impede
a safe approach. Additionally, the front half of the stop is across a
driveway meaning passengers do not have the benefit of the height of
the footpath easing the boarding process.”
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—

[Bus Stop #5490 -outside Guthrie Bowron]: “Buses accessing this stop
particularly during the AM peak but also during the rest of the day
regularly come into conflict with cyclists exiting the shared cycle path
who often do not realise the bus stop is so close to their ramp.”

—

[Hutt Road]: “The camber on the southbound clearway lane between
Aotea Quay and Sar Street is causing concern as the placing of kerbside
furniture (signage) is so close to the carriageway that double decker
buses lean on to the signs. We appreciate why the camber is greater
than usual on this section of the highway but if buses are to continue
to use the clearway the signage needs to be moved away from the
footpath edge.”

—

[Bus Stop #5488 Hutt Road at Aotea Quay (rail side)]: “Because of
the speed of traffic travelling towards the city buses have difficulties
merging in the right lane (required outside of the AM peak due to the left
lane becoming parking and for Double Decker buses in the AM peak.”

—

[Hutt Road- Kaiwharawhara Rd intersection]: “Fast cycleway and
pedestrian walkway outside Kaiwharawhara NZBUS depot is dangers for
our buses to enter and exit our site. Can this please be looked at.”

—

[Hutt Road- near KiwiRail Depot Kaiwharawhara]: “Several trees
along this section of roadway require regular monitoring as branches
are beginning to again drop below the 4.8 metre safety limit - when
conditions are windy, or leaves are heavy after rain there are occasional
near misses.”

—

[Bus Stop #3258 - Hutt Road opposite Rangiora Avenue]: “During the
AM peak buses using this stop can cause annoyance to occupants of
vehicles behind that are unable to pass because of the flow of vehicles
in the outer lane. Outside the AM peak there can be difficulties in buses
being able to merge into the single lane south of the bus stop.”

—

[Northern end of Hutt Road]: “The camber on the left southbound lane
causes concerns at several points along the section of road with Double
Decker buses developing a significant lean which cause some concerns
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to passengers on the upper deck. Most DD drivers tend to try and travel
in the outside lane as far as Onslow Road to avoid this.”

—

[Bus Stop #3256 – Ngauranga - Hutt Road, next to motorway]: “Exiting
this bus stop is particularly difficult because of the close proximity of
parked vehicles forcing the bus out wide into the live carriageway rather
than maker a gradual join up. There is also the challenge of vehicles
travelling at speed leaving the lights and being unwilling to allow the bus
space to re-enter the traffic flow.”

OUT OF SCOPE
This engagement was focused on the key issues and
improvements on Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road.
Many comments related to streets outside of this area.
Feedback not focused on Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road will be shared
with other Let’s Get Wellington Moving project teams where applicable for
consideration.
Some recurring out of scope themes included:

—

pedestrianising / eliminating vehicles (in particular cars) from
Bunny Street, improving pedestrian access to the Bus and Railway
stations

—

increasing pedestrian priority at crossings and separation of foot and bus
stop traffic

—

increasing cycle lanes around the city, especially to enable easier access
to the waterfront

—

improving signage to popular sites / attractions (e.g. the Bus Station,
Railway Station or Parliament)

—

improvements to/ addition of crossings around the city to reduce
confusion for users, improve public safety and cyclist/ vehicle
movements.
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NEXT STEPS
The results of this engagement will help us understand
what the key issues are for people who travel, work and
shop along Thorndon Quay and Hutt Road.
The feedback will help inform the long-term plan for Thorndon Quay and
Hutt Road to make travelling by bus a faster and more reliable choice
for people travelling to, and through, the central city and provide a safer
environment for people walking and on bikes.
We’ll share concept options for your feedback later this year.
The business case, which includes the identification of the preferred option,
will be completed by the end of 2020. Once we confirm the preferred
option, we’ll be able to start planning the changes from early 2021.
If you would like to keep in touch with our progress (including when the
concept options will be available for public feedback), please sign up for
our newsletter updates here. Or, if you prefer, follow our Facebook page
for updates.
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